WYN™ ACADEMY COHORT

Increasing the Success of Black Executives:
The Power of the Cohort

TRUTH IN LEADERSHIP: THE PATH TO WYNNING ANYWAY
DECEMBER 2020 – MARCH 2021
Thank you for your support of LEAD360 in 2020. As you have also experienced, this has
been a year of challenge and change. Accordingly, we have successfully worked to evolve
our programming to maximize the transition from live to virtual offerings.
COMBINE 2020-2021
This year, we have converted our COMBINE into a series of executive engagements that are
designed to increase the success of the cohort of leaders within your organization. These
events begin with a governor’s town hall on December 3, 2020 and conclude with the full
virtual conference on March 18, 2020.
Complete details of our virtual experience will be sent by the end of the week.
Invitation to Governor’s Town Hall - December 3, 2020
We are asking that you or another organizational representative(governor) attend a 90minute Governors Town hall meeting on December 3, 2020 at 3PM EST. Here we will review
the program, topics, and logistics. Further, we will use this time to have an open discussion
regarding the impact of 2020 on our leaders and how we can help them in 2021.

CONFERENCE GOVERNERS

Dr. Tiffany Dotson

Dr. Douglas Scarboro

Stan Blackwell

Tamicka James

Erania Brackett

Yolanda Hawkes

Denise B. Hall

Margenett Moore-Roberts

Trina Madry

Please feel free to add up to two of your peers to this engagement. For your convenience will
receive a calendar invitation. I will reach out to you all of you over the next two weeks to
answer any questions. Please find an overview presentation attached to this email.
What we need from you:
1. Your complete list of cohort members by November 14, 2020
2. Completion of a 10-item survey
3. Acceptance of calendar invites
4. Your energy and intellect
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ARE WETRAJECTORY
SOLVING?
AWHAT
DECLINING
Beyond the Numbers
• Many Black corporate leaders see the current

social unrest parallel to what they experience
everyday; inside and outside the corporate arena

• Middle managers and new senior leaders feel less
access to executive education opportunities

• Many commercial leaders lack faith in the

sustainability of the current approach to diversity

• Black leaders feel isolated as they rise; Lacking
access to unwritten rules and advancement
opportunities

Despite years of diversity programs and pious pledges by corporate America,
the ranks of African American chief executives running an Fortune500
company remain maddingly very slim - Fortune Magazine
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• CEO’s may seem blindsided regarding their caustic
cultures do the diluting of facts by internal systems

GOAL: TO INCREASE THE SUCCESS OF BLACK EXECUTIVES
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Increase the success of Black
& Brown middle and senior
executive leaders.
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Address the hard science of
commercial leadership by
focusing on the core elements
of enterprise management
(general management).
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Maximize an innovative virtual
platform to enlighten, engage
and enroll executive leaders
with an approach that suits
their busy schedules.
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Develop lasting relationships across both industries and companies;
Thus, creating a sustainable super-cohort of successful leaders.

OUR THINKING: GUIDING BELIEFS

Black Leaders are a key to
corporate success when
serving in profit & loss roles
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The most inclusive
organizations invest heavily
in availing enterprise
leadership opportunities
and leadership programs
for their early, middle and
senior leaders

Cultural cohorts offer a
unique learning opportunity
where leaders enhance
competency, confidence &
community

LEAD360 WYN™ ACADEMY
The LEAD360 WYN™ Academy is a hybrid cohort educational opportunity for emerging and mid-level Black & Latinx leaders.
The curriculum focuses on Executive Mindset, P&L Leadership, and Corporate Strategy.
Executive Mindset

Commercial
Simulations

Virtual Classroom*
Sessions

*With nationally known E-suite leaders
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P&L Leadership

Case
Studies

Video Master Class
Sessions

Corporate Strategy

Group Meeting s &
Presentations

Interactive
Executive Town Halls

LEAD360 2020-2021 COMBINE

TRUTH IN LEADERSHIP: THE PATH TO WYNNING ANYWAY
DECEMBER 2020 – MARCH 2021
CONFERENCE GOVERNERS

LEAD360 NEW EXECUTIVE CONFERNCE
SYSTEM
This year, we have converted our COMBINE into
a series of monthly executive engagements that
are designed to increase the success of the cohort
of leaders within your organization.
These events begin with a governor’s town hall on
December 3, 2020 and conclude with the full
virtual conference on March 18, 2020.
The components of our engagement include the
following key components:

Executive Encounters

LEAD360 CONFERENCE SYSTEM

GOVERNOR’S
TOWNHALL
DECEMBER 2020

COMPANY
COHORT

ROUNDTABLE

Company Cohort

JANUARY 2021

EXECUTIVE
ENCOUNTER
PRE-CONS
JANUARY 2021
FEBRUARY 2020

Dr. Tiffany Dotson

Dr. Douglas Scarboro

Tamicka James

Erania Brackett

Denise B. Hall

Margenett Moore-Roberts

VIRTUAL
CONFERENCE
MARCH 2021

COMPANY
COHORT
ROUNDTABLE

COMPANY
COHORT
PREP MEETING

FEBRUARY 2021

MARCH 2021

Virtual Conference

Yolanda Hawkes
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Stan Blackwell

TRUTH IN LEADERSHIP | THE PATH TO WYNNING ANYWAY DECEMBER 2020 – MARCH 2021

GOVERNOR’S TOWNHALL

EXECUTIVE ENCOUNTER PRE-CONS

DECEMBER 3, 2020 – March 18, 2021

JANUARY 21, 2021 – Executive Mindset

Review the program, topics, and logistics.
Further, we will use this time to have an
open discussion regarding the impact of
2020 on our leaders and how we can help
them in 2021.

Erania Brackett, Vice President of Marketing at
serves and featured host. She will be joined by a
team of experienced corporate commercial leaders
to review the specified case study.

VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
March 18, 2021 – TRUTH IN LEADERSHIP
The COMBINE serves as a super cohort engagement
that occurs over 3-months. The experience culminates
into a 1-day virtual conference to be held in March.

FEBRUARY 18, 2021 – Corporate Strategy
Trina Madry, Senior Director with P&G leads a virtual
roundtable conversation with National Executive Faculty
focusing on the current leadership challenges and
strategies to WYN™ with sound corporate strategy.

2020

2021

COMPANY COHORT
ROUNDTABLE

COMPANY COHORT
ROUNDTABLE

JANUARY 2021

*All meetings will occur virtually until further notice due to COVID-19
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FEBRUARY 2021

COMPANY COHORT
PREP MEETING
MARCH 2021

**Accessible to registered cohorts or members

